
tefani was founded by Annibale Stefani
as a metalworking business in post-
war Italy, located in Muina di Ovaro, just
north of the city of Udine, in north-

eastern Italy.
In 1990, Leandro Stefani joined the company,

which then started building butyl extruders for
the IG sector and was officially rechristened
Stefani Glass Working Machines, though still nor-
mally referred to as 'Stefani'. Today, in-house, Ste-
fani designs and constructs all the mechanical and
electronic systems of its butyl extruders. Only the
machine frames are built externally.

The first machines were medium-sized butyl
extruders, with an extrusion capacity of 2.5
kilograms. Initial sales were in north-eastern Italy
and in neighbouring Slovenia and Croatia.

Vital to the performance of finished 
IG units is the accuracy and constancy
of the butyl extrusion process. And
vital to the performance of butyl
extrusion machinery is the attention 
to detail and the quality of
components. Stefani, an Italian firm
producing such machinery, places
great importance on these particular
aspects of production and has,
perhaps as a result, grown from
being a local to an international 
supplier to IG
businesses in the
space of just over 
a decade.
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cy, reliability and
productivity".
The constant
research and

development of
new technologies to integrate into

its machines, the use of selected materials,
thorough testing and ever-increasing experience
serve as guarantees in the manufacture of high-
quality extrusion equipment.

The biggest of the company's machines,
with a capacity of seven kilograms, is the K700
Top, introduced in 1995. It joined the smaller
2.5-kilogram K250 Top. Both offer a compre-
hensive range of standard features:
• PID control electronic thermoregulator with

two set-points;
• safety thermostat;
• electronic start/stop timer;
• electronic display of distance between extrud-

ers;
• timed pneumatic holder at mid-position;
• pneumatic device for strip tensioning;
• dual-drive pedal for the butyl extrusion of

shaped and rounded profiles;
• inverter with keypad for regulation of strip

speed;
• magnetothermal protection of electric system;

Other features include:
• programmable timer for machine pre-heating

(standard on K700 Top, optional on K250 Top);
• timed pneumatic holder at inlet (standard

on K700 Top, not available on K250 Top);
• extrusion unit for profiles up to 28 mil-

limetres (standard on both K700 Top, and
K250 Top);

• extrusion unit for profiles up to 40 millime-
tres (optional on K700 Top, not available
on K250 Top).
A key aspect in the building of such machines,

stresses Mr Stefani, is the choice of components.
"On the market, you can find electric valves of
different quality but at the same price," he
told Glass-Technology International. "The
important thing is choosing the right one to put
inside the machine."  ■
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Within five years, however, Stefani's market pres-
ence started to expand, stretching to Germany,
France and the United Kingdom. Now, the
company builds around 40-50 machines a year
and sells them worldwide. 

For the design and programming of the CNC
machine tools needed to manufacture machine
components, Stefani uses state-of-the-art CAD-
CAM software. Latest generation laser technology
is used to prepare the metal sheeting of the
superstructure.

Stefani's declared aim is to deliver "accura-

Charge capacity (kg): 8 2.8

Profile dimensions (mm): 5-28 5-28

Max. operating speed (m/min): 36 36

Average operating speed (m/min): 28-30 28-30

Extrusion temperature (°C): 120-150 120-150

Butyl charge cylinder diameter (mm): 200 145

Average butyl consumption (g/linear metre): 2.5-3.5 2.5-3.5

Charge time (min): 3 4

Max. operating pressure (bar): 140 140

Power consumption during heating (kW): 2 1.5

Power consumption during operation (kW): 1.5 1.3

Pneumatic pressure (bar): 6-8 6-8

Machine weight (kg): 650 400

Dimensions

- length (mm): 3,000 2,500

- width (mm): 740 630

- height (mm): 1,130 1,100

TECHNICAL DATA

K700 TOP K250 TOP
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